**FELINE HYPERTHYROIDISM**

Reasons Why Radioactive Therapy Is Your Cat’s Best Option
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**Simple**
Doesn't require any anesthesia

**Easy**
Single procedure that doesn’t require daily dosage or serving

**Safe**
No harmful side effects or complications

**Lasting**
Doesn't lose its effectiveness and proven over time

**Progressive**
Stops tumor growth

**Powerful**
Destroys complete thyroid tumor wherever it resides

**Protective**
Great for outdoor cats or multiple cat families

---

**TAPAZOLE®**
Methimazole tablets

**Y/D® Diet**
Hill's® Prescription Diet®
y/d® Feline Thyroid Health

**Surgery**
Surgical removal of affected tissue or the entire gland

**Radioactive Iodine Therapy**
Radioactive Iodine (I-131) therapy

---

*Why take risks with other treatments? Radioactive Iodine Therapy is Simple, Easy, Safe, Lasting, Progressive, Powerful & Protective.*

This method provides a reliable, permanent solution for Feline Hyperthyroidism.